Physical Exercises cause Muscle Damage and
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Abstract. Flexibility is one key of physical fitness components, it is quite important to support daily activity and sport performances. This study aims to
identify what type of physical exercises induce muscle damage, to evaluate
changes in flexibility (ROM), and to identify potential flexibility training. Original studies which no longer than ten years were considered in this study (secondary data), and other significant references also acceptable to support the
storylines. The first step was codifying, followed by analysis and synthesis, and
last step was conclusion drawing. It must be done sequentially to reveal the reasonable answers. Eccentric muscle contraction, exessive volume, and prolonged
duration are factors of training which lead muscle injuries. ROM is decreased
due to muscle damage, it last longer in untrained men. Stretching, foam rolling,
sport massage, Propioceptive Neuromuschular Facilitation (PNF) are potential
flexibility trainings might be able to improve ROM and accelerate healing process in muscle damaged.
Keywords: eccentric exercise; range of motion (ROM); muscle health.

1

Introduction

Physical exercise is a systematic activity in a certain time with goals setting.
Training program in elite sports aims to improve athletes’ skills, while in trained
people besides exercise as part of their lifestyle, usually it aims to improve overall
health status. A training without program is most likely cause injury, while in athletes
or trained population injury usually due to excessive or prolonged exercise [1] [2]. The
response of our body when getting excessive exercise will stimulate and experience
damage to muscle tissue [3]. The occurrence of an inflammatory response is a continuous response to tissue injury by immune system due to injury [4]. Excessive training
must be done with a well-designed program. Excessive weight training is provided
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with the aim that physiological functions can adjust to the demands of the functions
needed at a high level [5].
Sports injuries are damage that occurs in organs of the body that carry out sport
activities. Muscle will suffer injury because of the breakdown of some muscle fibers
due to exercise, after a few hours later it will feel muscle aches and can last for several
days [6]. Delayet Onset Muscle Soreness (DOMS) is a form of injury, delayed muscle
pain that often occurs after training caused by muscle tissue damaged due to
performing continuous or too heavy exercise programs. [7]. DOMS is a condition in
which pain and discomfort that occurs in nerve muscles, and the metabolic system
about 24 hours after exercise, reaches a peak after 24 hours to 72 hours and the effect
will gradually disappear after 5-7 days later [8].
Muscle injuries decrease body functions including pain, increased muscle
circumference, decreased Range of Motion (ROM), decreased muscle strength, and
increased inflammatory response [9][10]11]. ROM can be affected by daily habits such
as squatting toilets, sitting cross-legged, squatting, and kneeling. These activities or
habits can affect ROM in the hips, knees and ankle joints [12]. Apart from physical
activities , decreased ROM occur when the body does not do enough physical activity
which causes a decrease in musculoskeletal also called muscle atrophy [13].
According to the elucidation above, the purposes of this study are: 1) to identify
what type of physical exercises induce muscle damage, 2) to evaluate changes in
flexibility (ROM) during muscle damage, and 3) to identify potential flexibility training.

2

Materials and Methods

Materials, data in this traditional literature review are secondary. data stations
such as Google Scholar, PubMed, ResearchGate, Reports, Blogspots, News Paper, et
cetera were being accessed to collect related materials. Original studies which no
longer than ten years were considered being used in this survey paper, therefore data
are secondary. However, usage of other significant references also acceptable to support the storylines. Twenty-five papers cited in this study, twenty papers (80%) were
published between years 2010 to 2020; three papers (12%) year 2008, 2004 and 2001;
last two papers (8%) year 1992 and 1987.
Methods, the first step was codifying (colleting and sorting all related studies
from sources). The second was Analysis and Synthesis, in this step data extraction
initially performed then followed by detailed examination on how data from chosen
materials could be constructed into data interpretation. The last step was the end of
literature study process by conclusion drawing. All the steps must be done sequentially
in order to reveal the reasonable answers.

3

Results and Discussion

3.1

Eccentric Exercise

Studies show that eccentric physical exercise is the most accurate causing muscle damage. Eccentric physical exercise particularly in resistance exercise is a training
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which skeletal muscle performing extending contraction (muscle fibers are extended)
to produce strength [14]. The modes of eccentric exercise such as uphill and downhill
running, long distance running (marathon), and weight lifting [15]. Eccentric muscle
contractions with high strength will result in pain and damage to the muscles in a
temporary time, evidence of damage is pain due to damaged muscle fibers [16].
Muscle damage as a response of eccentric training contributes to DOMS phenomenon. A shift in optimum length for tension in the direction of longer muscle
lengths caused sarcomeres being rapidly, uncontrollably, and repeated overstrecthed
beyond myofilament overlap and tension in passive structures. Once the disrupted
region getting larger, it leads to membrane damages especially to the sarcoplasmic
reticulum. At this stage, exessive Ca2+ release triggering of a local injury contracture.
Therefore, muscle passive tension would raise. This damage leads to a local inflammatory response associated with tissue oedema and soreness, (Figure 1).

Fig. 1. Eccentric exercise leading to muscle damage. Figure is adopted from Proske U, Morgan
DL [17]

Apart from causing muscle injury and tissue damage while doing extrinsic exercises, there are advantages to doing this exercise. Especially weight lifting is very
effective for increasing hypertrophy, experiencing more significant developments in
muscle size and strength. The body can use much heavier weights (1.75 times heavier
than normal weights) in eccentric exercises.
3.2

ROM responses on muscle damage

Range of Motion is a movement that under normal circumstances can be carried
out by the joint in question. ROM is the standard term for expressing the limit/magnitude of normal good joint motion. ROM is also used as a basis for establishing abnormal joint movement boundaries. In a state of muscle damage, muscles that
experience stiffness will experience obstacles when performing scope of joint motion.
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The flexibility of the body is affected by the state of the muscles that are experiencing
pain due to eccentric exercise. When the body experiences muscle damage it will
affect the scope of joint motion. Muscle damage after physical exercise will induce
pain, decreased range of motion (ROM), increased muscle circumference that can
damage, and decreased muscle strength [15][10][11].
A comparison study on ROM response between trained men versus untrained
men after performing 10 sets of 6 maximal voluntary eccentric actions of the elbow
ﬂexors of one arm against the lever arm of an isokinetic dynamometer moving at a
constant velocity of 90⁰.s-1 shows that eccentric physical exercise directly affecting in
both trained and untrained men. However, trained men obviously having light response and recover earlier at the first day post eccentric exercise compared to untrained men, while untrained men were not even return to their baseline until five days
post eccentric exercise, (Figure 2).

Fig. 2. Changes in ROM from baseline (pre: 0) immediately (post) and 30 minutes after exercise, and 1–5 days after exercise for the trained and untrained groups. *Signiﬁcantly different
between groups (interaction: P , 0.05, each time point: P , 0.007), #Signiﬁcantly different from
pre-exercise value. Figure is adopted from Newton MJ, Morgan GT, Sacco P, Chapman DW,
Nosaka K., 2008. [18]

3.3

Flexibility exercises as treatment on musle damage

Flexibility is an important part in various sports [19]. Flexibility is the ability to
make movements in the joint motion by being affected by the elasticity of muscles,
tendons, and ligaments. Physical activity, obesity, age, gender, bone structure, muscle, joint size, and connective tissue around the joints are determinants of flexibility
[20]. The design and various exercises to increase body flexibility vary according to
the goals and areas to be improved, whether it is upper extremity or lower extremity.
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Stretching has an important role in the treatment of damaged soft tissue. When
a muscle experiences strain due to exercise, stretching usually being used as a method
of recovering the muscular system including tendon or after acute trauma. it is used to
treat over-strained muscles and for relaxation [21]. Especially static stretching is recommended as a way to prepare muscle groups at the beginning of endurance training,
because it is believed that this type of stretching can prevent DOMS.
Foam roller is a recovery tool which is used after physical exercise to correct
muscle imbalance, reduce muscle pain, reduce joint stress, neuromuscular efficiency,
and increase ROM. Foam rolling usually performed for recovery after exercise. Foam
rolling can reduce muscle pain. Foam rolling is also believed able to improve muscle
imbalance, reduce muscle pain, increase ROM and coordination, improve neuromuscular efficiency, and help reduce stress on joint motion [8][22]. When it is used as a
tool to warm up before physical exercise, it can inreased flexibility [19].
A study conduted by Macdonald Graham Z. showed that self-myofascial release
using foam roller has significant effect on improving ROM. It is signiﬁcantly increased 12.7% at 2 minutes and 10.3% at 10 minutes respectively post foam rolling
compared to control group who did not use foam roller, (Figure 3).

Fig. 3. Knee joint ROM did not change in the control condition but signiﬁcantly increased after
foam rolling. * Represents a statistical signiﬁcance at P < 0.001. All data are presented as mean
±SD. Figure is adopted from Macdonald Graham Z., 2013. [22].

Sport massage treatment after a long period of competition or working with
short break, it can be an alternative to relieve the feeling of a raft, including when the
body experiences a muscle damage grade I. Sport massage can help in increasing
flexibility. additionally, the manipulation of sport massage with its application can
reduce the tension of non-active muscle antagonists [23].
Propioceptive Neuromuschular Facilitation (PNF) is another form of flexibility exercise. PNF stretching training technique is a therapy by providing stimulus to
proprioceptors as a easier way to increase the need for mechanisms of neuromuscular
system [24]. This method seeks to provide stimuli according to expected reactions,
which in turn will be achieved ability or movement that is coordinated. PNF will
strengthened and intensified specific stimuli through joint receptors (proprioceptive).
Neuromuscular, also increases the response of the neuromuscular system [25].
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4

Conclusion

Exercises which involved eccentric muscle contraction, exessive volume, and
prolonged duration are types of training with high risk of injuries. Range of Motion is
decreased due to muscle damage, and it last longer in untrained than in trained men.
Stretching, foam rolling, sports massage, and Propioceptive Neuromuschular Facilitation (PNF) are considered as potential flexibility trainings which might be could improve ROM and accelerate the healing process in muscle damage.
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